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EOS IN THE NEWS

In a Class of Their Own
Steve Frolking and Roy Torbert have been
elected as 2021 Fellows of the American
Geophysical Union

Fantastic Voyage
Ocean engineering student Natalie Cook maps
the seas – and her future

Why a Warming Arctic Has the
U.S. Coast Guard Worried
About the Rest of the Country
Larry Mayer discusses sea ice decline and its
impacts on weather patterns

What Can N.H. Learn from a
Little Island with a Lot of
Renewable Energy?

Jenn Seavey talks about the renewable energy
program on Appledore Island

N.H. Artist Showcases
Creativity in Scientific
Exploration After Joining Sea
Voyage
Jen Miksis-Olds describes art-science
collaboration aboard an ocean acoustics
research cruise

UPCOMING SEMINARS
Experiential Design, Evolutionary Influence, and Spaces for Human Connection:
Learning to leverage our access to great design to make change
Speaker: Scott Pfeiffer, Threshold Acoustics
Oct. 12, 12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Part of the Fall 2021 CARE Environmental Acoustics Seminar Series
Broadening Participation Through Mentoring

Oct. 12, 12:40 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Speakers: Ruth Varner, Professor of Earth Sciences
Nancy Kinner, Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Adam Wymore, Research Assistant Professor, Natural Resources and the
Environment
Part of the Broadening Participation Series from the UNH Office of Research,
Economic Engagement and Outreach
CARE All-Hands Meeting
October 15
More details to follow
Millisecond observations of nonlinear wave-electron interaction in electron phase
space holes by EDI
Speaker: Cecilia Norgren, Researcher, University of Bergen, Norway
Oct. 27, 3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Part of the Fall 2021 Space Science Center Seminar Series
ARCHIVED SEMINAR
Crickets and Noise: How different forms of noise influence phonotaxis in female
Australian black field crickets (Teleogryllus commodus)
Speaker: Jessica Briggs, University of New Hampshire, Department of Biology
Part of the Fall 2021 CARE Environmental Acoustics Seminar Series
CONFERENCE FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT RESEARCHERS
Each year, EOS raises funds during The (603) Challenge to support our student
researchers who attend professional conferences to present their work. These
funds can cover travel and/or registration and are applicable for both in-person
and virtual conferences. Please contact Rebecca Irelan to apply for funding.
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In a Class of Their Own

Frolking, Torbert elected American Geophysical Union
fellows
Wednesday, September 29, 2021
•
•
•

Two UNH researchers — Steve Frolking, a climate and Earth sciences expert, and
space scientist Roy Torbert, who leads UNH’s efforts on the NASA MMS mission —
have been elected to the 2021 Class of Fellows of the American Geophysical Union
(AGU), a prestigious international award that honors exceptional scientific contributions
to Earth and space sciences.

Frolking and Torbert are among the 59 international scientists who are recognized by
AGU for work that has significantly advanced research in their fields. Each year, fewer
than 0.1 percent of AGU members are bestowed this lifelong fellowship.
“We are incredibly pleased that Steve and Roy are being honored by the AGU for their
top-notch research, and we congratulate them on receiving this well-deserved
distinction,” says Marian McCord, senior vice provost for research, economic
engagement and outreach at UNH. “Their dedication to their fields of study and to
mentoring the next generation of scientists places them among the very best in the
world, and we are honored to work with both of them here at UNH."
Frolking and Torbert are both part of the UNH College of Engineering and Physical
Sciences as well as the UNH Institute for the Study of Earth, Oceans and Space (EOS).
Harlan Spence, the Director for EOS, echoed McCord's congratulations and lauded
Frolking and Torbert for their work in climate change modeling and space plasma
physics, respectively. "For many decades, their consistently outstanding scholarship
has contributed to the Institute's stature as an international leader in Earth systems
science and space science," Spence says.

UNH
RESEARCH PROFESSOR STEVE FROLKING.
Frolking, a research professor in the Department of Earth Sciences and the Earth
Systems Research Center, is a triple alum of UNH: BS ’80 (physics), MS ’83 (physics),
Ph.D. ’93 (Earth Science). His research focuses on ecosystem interactions with the
Earth’s climate system and human modifications of these systems, with a primary
emphasis on modeling the carbon balance of peatlands at seasonal to millennial time
scales. He has also worked extensively on simulating greenhouse gas emissions from
the world’s agricultural systems, regional- to global-scale hydrological and water
resource modeling, and remote sensing analysis of global urban growth. Frolking
served as chair of UNH’s Natural Resources and Earth System Science Ph.D. Program

from 2015 to 2021 and was the director of the Earth Systems Research Center from
2006 to 2009. In addition, he was named a fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) in 2015 and was a Fulbright Fellow in Finland in 2018.
“My research is always collaborative and I have been fortunate to have had excellent
colleagues at UNH and around the world over the past 40 years,” Frolking says. “I
particularly thank my Ph.D. advisor, Robert Harriss, who showed by example that
everything is interesting, and that there are important earth system science questions
wherever you happen to look.”

UNH
PROFESSOR EMERITUS ROY TORBERT.
Torbert has been a faculty member in the UNH Physics Department and the Space
Science Center since 1989. He recently retired from teaching, but continues to mentor
graduate and undergraduate students. He has a long research record in the area of
heliophysics — the study of the sun and its interactions with the solar system and space
weather — where he has led sounding rocket missions and satellite instruments in
auroral, substorm and magnetic reconnection investigations in the near-Earth space. In
addition to his involvement in the MMS mission, Torbert has been a co-investigator on
numerous NASA missions, including Cluster, Van Allan Probes, Equator-S, Wind, and
Polar projects, as well as the recent Space Weather Follow-On Lagrange 1 satellite.
He served as dean of the College of Engineering and Physics Sciences from 1995 to
2000, director of the Space Science Center from 2000 to 2009 and 2010 to 2013, and
interim director of the Institute for Study of Earth, Oceans, and Space from 2009 to
2010. He also served as the first director of the Southwest Research Institute
department of EOS, which is a partnership with UNH.
“My interest in the physics of space plasmas was nurtured by my interactions with many
students at UNH and elsewhere and by distinguished members of the space science
field, most notably professor Roger Arnoldy here at UNH, professors Forrest Mozer,

Kinsey Anderson and Dr. Charles Carlson at Berkeley, professors Gerhard Haerendel
and Goetz Paschmann at the Max Planck Institute and Dr. James Burch at the
Southwest Research Institute,” Torbert, who also credited the many engineers and
technicians he worked with at the Space Science Center, says. "It is a particular
pleasure to serve under my former student, professor Craig Kletzing, at the University of
Iowa, who now leads a major new NASA mission.”
The Institute for the Study of Earth, Oceans, and Space (EOS) is UNH's largest
research enterprise, comprising six centers with a focus on interdisciplinary, high-impact
research on Earth and climate systems, space science, the marine environment,
seafloor mapping and environmental acoustics. With more than $60 million in external
funding secured annually, EOS fosters an intellectual and scientific environment that
advances visionary scholarship and leadership in world-class research and graduate
education.
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Fantastic Voyage

UNH student maps the seas - and her future
Monday, September 13, 2021
•
•
•

Natalie Cook ’23 wasn’t sure what to expect when she signed up to spend half her
summer at sea probing the ocean floor, but she knew she wanted to try something
different. Now that she’s found her sea legs, she’s also finding a foothold along a new
career path of oceanic discovery.
For 45 days this summer, Cook worked as an intern aboard the NOAA ship Thomas
Jefferson to help map the seafloor in and around the Chesapeake Bay — an area that
hasn’t been mapped since the early 1900s. “By updating the accuracy of the marine
charts, we can create a safer environment for barges, pleasure boats and all types of
vessels that navigate the bay,” she says.

NATALIE COOK
'23 LOGGED ECHOSOUNDER DATA ABOARD A 28' SURVEY VESSEL.
The internship, sponsored by the UNH Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping, was
Cook’s first exposure to seafloor mapping. Cook, an ocean engineering major, wanted
to fully experience living at sea while learning how a hydrographic survey ship runs.
While on board, she worked directly with the hydrographers, engineers and deckhands
to gain a broader perspective of everyone’s contributions to the task at hand.
“The ship’s crew members were so excited to teach me about their roles and
hydrography that it made learning easy, and I could always get hands-on experience,”
Cook says.
The ship was equipped with state-of-the-art echosounder technology used for the large
swaths across the bay and two 28-foot survey vessels helped to collect data in areas
where the ship couldn’t safely navigate. Cook helped to collect the data, summarize the
findings in a report, participated in the drills and bridge watches and helped to fix
equipment on the ship when necessary — including welding new pieces of railing to
ensure the deck was safe.
Cook says that even though the planned operations were essentially the same each
day, the work was far from mundane; technology would break, the weather would
rapidly change and people would find more efficient procedures for their tasks. “The
onboard environment was so full of problem-solving and frequent collaboration to
improve operations that it was always exciting to see what solutions people would come
up with,” she notes.

COOK HELPED TO COLLECT
OCEAN SOUND SPEED DATA AS PART OF HER SUMMER INTERNSHIP.
She kept a weekly blog to chronicle her adventures aboard the ship. In one entry, she
notes that she had the opportunity to drive one of the 28-foot survey vessels to help
collect the seafloor data. “Driving them is simple enough,” she writes, “but tracing the
selected survey lines within one meter of accuracy is incredibly difficult when the wind
and water push the launch all over the place. Sometimes we would have to temporarily
abandon our route to avoid the several-hundred-foot-long ships that were anchored
directly on top of our line. Awareness of the surrounding traffic, buoys, land
formations and other obstructions is crucial when navigating the small boats as well.”
Although this was Cook’s first exposure to seafloor mapping, the experience left her
wanting to learn more about mapping technology, acoustics and robotics that assist in
other seafloor data collection out at sea, and she says she is now considering graduate
school as a possible next step in her career.
“It really was an amazing internship that really helped me to gain an understanding of
ocean science and engineering in the field, and I certainly learned a lot about the daily
tasks and challenges of working in those disciplines,” Cook adds.

The Institute for the Study of Earth, Oceans, and Space (EOS) is UNH's largest
research enterprise, comprising six centers with a focus on interdisciplinary, high-impact
research on Earth and climate systems, space science, the marine environment,
seafloor mapping and environmental acoustics. With more than $60 million in external
funding secured annually, EOS fosters an intellectual and scientific environment that
advances visionary scholarship and leadership in world-class research and graduate
education.
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Why a Warming Arctic Has the U.S. Coast Guard
Worried About the Rest of the Country
Larry Mayer discusses sea ice decline and its impacts on weather patterns
Read the Time Magazine article

What Can N.H. Learn from a Little Island with a
Lot of Renewable Energy?
Jenn Seavey talks about the renewable energy program on Appledore
Island
Read the NH Business Review article

N.H. Artist Showcases Creativity in Scientific
Exploration After Joining Sea Voyage
Jen Miksis-Olds describes art-science collaboration aboard an ocean
acoustics research cruise
Listen to the New Hampshire Public Radio segment

